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When Dr. John Bane goes fishing in the Gulf

Stream, he doesn't fool around
I He uses floats that are five feet in diameter and provide2.000 pounds of buoyancy. For sinkers, he uses 10

| railroad car wheels welded together and weighing four
itons. And his lines.5.000-pound test steel

cables.stretch two to three miles long.
But Bane, an oceanographer at the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, isn't fishing for whales or
sea monsters. He's fishing for information.

The 38-vear-old scientist wants to learn as much as
he can about the Gulf Stream, that massive lazy snake
of water that glides up the Atlantic seaboard from
Florida to Massachussetts before disappearing into the
North Atlantic.

What he discovers should help other scientists not
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A This boat looks like Its headed under the cursing sweet
Beach Bridge under eonstrurtion. Actually, it was stopi
Captain I'rle's Marina.
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only understand better how ocean currents behave, but
might also enable meteorologists to predict w eather in
the region more successfully.

A year ago Inst winter, he an^ hi«; Hmrv

ped five of the massive mooring lines in the Gulf Stream
between Cape Hatteras, N.C., and Cape Henry, Va.
Each of the lines held four scientific instruments
designed to measure the strength and direction of the
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This spring they returned to the mooring sites
aboard the University of Rhode Island's research
vessel Endeavor to inspect their "catch". But with seas

running 18 to 20 feet "most of the time," he said, and
gusts of 60 knots adding to sustained winds of 40 knots,
recovering the instruments wasn't easy.

"Some days it was so rough we couldn't work at
all," Bane said. "Fortunately, it got up to 50 degrees
sometimes because of the warmth of the Gulf Stream."
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"We need sound farm policy that

helps North Carolina fanners but
also has fiscal restraint." according
to Marshall W. Grant, chairman of
the State Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee. Grant
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the committee meeting in Raleigli
last week.
New legislation is needed tc

replace the four-year law which ex

pires at the end of this month.
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To the scientists' satisfaction, all of the electronic

equipment had survived more than a year in the Gulf
Stream.

"Wp were delighted " he said "The monitors workedin that hostile environment recording all the data we
wanted every hour for 12 months."

Bane and his colleagues are now analyzing their
newly acquired information with computers to recreate
what happened in the Gulf Stream during 1984. Included
in the analysis will be additional data gathered by
satellites, flights over the Gulf Stream and instruments
known as inverted echo sounders that sit 011 the bottom
of the sea sending up sound waves to ships.

'l'tie result should be "the mast comprehensive
study ever done of that part of the ocean," Bane said.

A two-year, $755,000 research contract from the
U.S. Office of Naval Research is paying for the project

"The Navy wants to learn more about how the Gull
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ream Information
Stream affects sounds passing through the water." he
said. "It feels this information will improve its ability to
monitor the position of foreign vessels."

But Bane said his own interest is 100 percent scientific.
The area he is studying is where the Gulf Stream |

leaves the continental shelf and begins flowing northeastwardinto the deep ocean.
He hopes to explain, among other things, the

massive circular currents or rings.some as big as 300
miles across.that the Gulf Stream spawns as it breaks
up in the North Atlantic.

"Ultimately, we want to understand the entire
ocean atmospheric system.how the sea and the air and
the land interact with one another and how they work

f together to change the weather and each other."
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Sound 1985 Farm Bill
ti:il_ so that we send a limitation. Tim! will mean loss and
> our competitors that less annual Federal outlays for farm
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He also itemized some things being

., . . proposed as iwu l of the new farm bill
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... , .1 ... ,
, that the slate committee agreed were

npassion for farmers. ,
. . , , unacceptable.e want to spend enough

y our producers a tran- ,
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